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Early human footprints revealed in recent erosions of laminated silts at Happisburgh ,UK. 

Photography by Simon Parfitt  

See article on Page 8 
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Whilst on the subject of membership Joy BlakeWhilst on the subject of membership Joy BlakeWhilst on the subject of membership Joy BlakeWhilst on the subject of membership Joy Blake issues a  issues a  issues a  issues a     REMINDERREMINDERREMINDERREMINDER....    
    

ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP RENEWALANNUAL MEMBERSHIP RENEWALANNUAL MEMBERSHIP RENEWALANNUAL MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL    

1 MAY 2014/151 MAY 2014/151 MAY 2014/151 MAY 2014/15    
    

    

Single membership                              £14.00 
Joint/family                                         £19.00 

Student in full time education                 £8.00 
 

If taking part in fieldwork there is a supplement of £12.00 pp per year in respect of 
insurance cover. This can be paid on a daily basis of £2.00 per day when attending 

fieldwork if preferred. 
  

Please send your cheque made payable to Marlow Archaeological Society to:- 
  

Membership Secretary 
Marandellas 
High Road 
Cookham 

Berks. SL6 9HR 
 

AS SOON AS POSSIBLE PLEASE. 
 

Thank you - Joy Blake. Membership Secretary. 
 
 

. (The Society’s .membership now stands at over 100).  

 
MAS welcomes four new members:- 

 
Peter Cowley, Emma Bond, Kathleen Ansdell and Liz Peters. 

 

 

 

NOTICES 
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Can you help  

�  Publicity Officer required Urgently 
Due to pressures of work our present excellent Publicity Officer, Doug 

Courtney, is retiring at the AGM. Would YOU consider taking on this 

Administrative role. To find out more please contact Peter Borrows  

[peterborrows@gmail.com] or Joy Blake [joyblake@btinternet.com] who 

will be pleased to let you know what it entails.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our Publicity Officers daughter, Karen Courtney, is to be congratulated on gaining her                                                          

MSc with Distinction.  

She writes:- 

"A Masters in Palaeopathology is part archaeology, part medical degree.  

� First, studying the human skeleton in such detail to enable the identification of tiny 

fragments of bone.  

� Second, becoming familiar with a huge range of medical conditions and diseases which 

may affect the skeleton, and how to identify the abnormal changes that may result.  

� Third, and finally, a thesis based on primary research. My thesis explored the relationship 

between skeletal indicators of childhood poor health and adult poor health, by studying 

individuals from Medieval cemeteries in York and Hereford. Although only a pilot study, 

my results indicated that there is a statistically significant (not necessarily causative) 

relationship between some indicators of poor childhood health and poor adult health. I am 

delighted to have been awarded a Distinction for my research, and hope to publish in the 

near future.' 

� Posters 

Can you help putting up posters about talks and other 

events for MAS? 

Contact Joy or Peter – see above for contact details. 

Notice Board Continued on next page → 
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Marlow Archaeology (MAS) Talks April to November 2014:- 
 

Talks below begin at 8pm in the Garden Room, Liston Hall, Marlow SL7 1DD 

 
Members £2.50 - Visitors £3.50 - Students £1.50 

Disabled access - Free parking adjacent  - Free refreshments. 
 

 

Thursday 3
rd

 April 2014 at 8pm 

Oxford - before the University  ANNE DODD 
 

 

Thursday 15
th

 May 2014 at 8pm 

Henley-on-Thames: Town, Trade and River Dr SIMON TOWNLEY 

AFTER THIS FULL LENGTH TALK THERE WILL BE A COFFEE BREAK, FOLLOWED BY OUR AGM 
 

Thursday 12
th

 June 2014 at 8pm 

Medieval Mead to Eighteenth-century Landscape: the development of the English Garden  

ROSEMARY JURY 
 

Thursday 11
th

 September 2014 at 8pm 

Archaeology and Conservation at Hampton Court Palace      IAN FRANKLIN 
 

Thursday 16
th

 October 2014 at 8pm 

The Archaeology of the Jubilee River    STUART FOREMAN  
 

Thursday 27
th

 November 2014 at 8pm 

Historical Light Bites – some glimpses of local history & archaeology in short presentations  

(a social event with very light refreshments, visitors welcome) 

 

All enquiries, including membership: 01628 523896 

For more details on our talks, go to: www.marlowarchaeology.org/ 

 

 

WW1 Commemoration Projects 

Do you know of, or have, documents or photo of subjects relating to WW1 then 

MAS would like to hear from you please .  

Phone 01628 520004 or email marlowarch@btconnect.com with details and 

contacts.  
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In the last edition of TP [October 2013] I mentioned the flat packed Viking ship that would arrive at the British 

Museum– well its here and assembled for the special exhibition entitled “Vikings: life and legend”. The  expedition 

focuses on the core period of the Viking Age from the late 8th century to the early 11th century It will be open on the 

6 March until  22 June 2014; 10.00–17.30 Saturday to Thursday, 10.00–20.30 on Fridays except on  Good Friday 

18 April, 10.00–17.30. . Tickets can be booked online at britishmuseum.org or 020 7323 8181                        A.S.                                                       

Doug Courtney and his daughter ventured into London to visit this exhibition and very kindly Doug found time to 

write the following report:-                                                                                 

 

 

This exhibition is on until 22 June 2014 at the British Museum; I recommend that you take a 

look. We booked online since the website stated that this was the recommended procedure to 

avoid being disappointed at the door: sound advice, as a later visit to the website showed that 

the time-slots that we wanted were already sold out. The exhibition was crowded, and it took 

us about 3 hours to see all the exhibits, which made the rather daunting £16.60 admission 

charge not such bad value. 

So much was covered, not only the geographic extent of Viking influence in the 8
th

 to 11
th

 

centuries, with contacts from the Caspian Sea to the North Atlantic, and from the Arctic 

Circle to the Mediterranean, but also their craftsmanship, with many examples  of their 

jewellery, their stone-masonry and weaponry. There were exhibits explaining their life-style, 

beliefs in religion and folklore, alongside looted treasures, a stunning silver hoard from 

Gnezdovo in Russia, and the Vale of York Hoard in its entirety. 

At the centre of the exhibition are the surviving timbers of a 37-metre-long Viking warship, 

the longest ever found and never seen before in the UK. The ship, Roskilde 6, was excavated 

from the banks of Roskilde fjord in Denmark in 1997. The timbers – approximately 20% of 

the original ship - have been conserved and analysed by the National Museum of Denmark 

and re-assembled for display in a specially made stainless steel frame that reconstructs the full 

size and shape of the original ship. The ship has been dated to around AD 1025, the high point 

of the Viking Age when England, Denmark, Norway and possibly parts of Sweden were 

united under the rule of Cnut the Great. The size of the ship and the amount of resources 

required to build it suggest that it was almost certainly a royal warship, possibly connected 

with the wars fought by Cnut to assert his authority over this short-lived North Sea Empire. 

Another exhibit was of recently excavated skeletons from 

a mass grave of executed Vikings near Weymouth in 

Dorset, providing a close-up encounter with ‘real’ 

Vikings and illustrating what happened when things went 

wrong for Viking warriors on British soil. →  →  → 

New discoveries and research have led to a wealth of new 

information about the Vikings so it is fitting that the 

Museum should offer this topical and fascinating 

exhibition. 

                                         Doug Courtney.  

� Read more on the next page of this exhibition in excerts from Guardians 4 March 2014. 

Vikings: Life and Legend. 

Oxford  Archaeology 
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“Vikings at the British Museum: great ship but where's the story?” 

The Guardian  4 March 2014.  

 

 

Quotes from the Guardian’s article:- 

“Ghost ship … a reconstruction of Roskilde 6, the biggest Viking vessel ever found, in the 

Vikings: Life and Legend exhibition at the British Museum, London.  

“The prow is as sharp as a shark's tooth. A fragile heart of oak survives within the metal 

skeleton. This ghost ship is solid yet empty, there and not there.” 

 

 

 
Photograph: Frantzesco Kangaris for the Guardian” The Guardian 4 March 2014. 
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A CIRCULAR ARGUMENT! 
 
A good few years ago, I chanced upon a stone circle whilst walking on Bodmin  
Moor. This interested me because I had recently read Alexander Thom’s book  
“ Megalithic Sites in Britain”. He had controversial ideas about the purpose,  
shape and dimensions of these monuments, but they intrigued me then and  
still do. So I took note of what I was looking at and counted 19 stones in an  
approximately circular shape, with a “heel” stone that appeared to be north  
of the circle and the distance from it roughly that of the distance between the  
stones in the circle. 
 
Subsequently I read “Stonehenge Decoded” by Gerald Hawkins in which he  
theorises about the astronomical significance of a multitude of alignments.  
This set me thinking of that other stone circle and whether its structure and  
position could have any astronomical purpose. To cut a long story short,  
here are my thoughts: pure speculation, of course, and you may embrace them  
or dismiss them as you wish. 
 
I wondered if 19 were a significant number as 19 years is the length of the  
Metonic cycle. It struck me that 19 squared is 361, almost the days in a year.  
This can be determined physically in a circle with the use of 2 “mobile” stones  
and 19 uprights. Starting at the top (North?), move one stone sequentially  
around the circle until it returns to the starting point. Then move both stones  
to the next upright and then the first stone continues around the circle until it  
returns to the second stone, at which point both are moved to the next upright  
and so on. If this is done on a daily basis, by the time both stones are back  
where they started, 361 days will have elapsed. (Is this squaring the circle?) 
This is a marginal improvement on the 360 days that either the Medes, or was 
it the Persians, thought to be the length of the year. However, if a heel stone is  
then included in the procedure a further 4 days are added and a 365 day year is  
measured.  
 
This would be a very useful tool for the Neolithic farmer or shaman, but could it  
be linked in any way to significant astronomical events? It seems pretty certain  
that the North star would have been familiar to our ancestors and so setting  
up a heel stone to the North would have been relatively simple. Would this  
position afford any useful astronomical alignments? The answer was yes. At the  
latitude of Bodmin Moor, the Eastern tangent to the circle from a heel stone  
is almost exactly the angle of the midwinter rising sun (132 deg) on a level  
horizon, which itself is almost the case at this site. 
 
This explanation may seem far-fetched and, of course, there is no allowance  
for a Leap Year, and there is a fudge factor or two, so it is not precise, but  
a very serviceable calendar. And it wasn’t until 45 BC that the Julian Calendar  
introduced the Leap Year concept and the Gregorian refinement had to wait until  
1582. So I reckon those early dwellers on Bodmin Moor may have had the  
foresight to devise a way of monitoring the year and allowing them to plan their  
activities a good bit earlier, some three millennia ago.  
 
 
Peter Borrows 
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, “And did those feet, in ancient ti“And did those feet, in ancient ti“And did those feet, in ancient ti“And did those feet, in ancient time,                 me,                 me,                 me,                                 

walk upon Englandwalk upon Englandwalk upon Englandwalk upon England's mountains green?”'s mountains green?”'s mountains green?”'s mountains green?”    

“Hominin Footprints from Early Pleistocene Deposits at Happisburgh, UK” 

[http://www.plosone.org/article/info%3Adoi%2F10.1371%2Fjournal.pone.0088329#s5] 

A press conference accompanied the publication, in the science journal PLOS ONE, on 7th 

February 2014, of this article by Nick Ashton, Simon G. Lewis, Isabelle De Groote, Sarah M. 

Duffy, Martin Bates, Richard Bates, Peter Hoare, Mark Lewis, Simon A. Parfitt, Sylvia Peglar, 

Craig Williams and Chris Stringer.  

It revealed a material link to our earliest British human relatives and resulted in a veritable 

flood of press and internet reports, plus articles in archaeological magazines. This discovery 

is claimed to be one of the most important archaeological discoveries made in Britain and is 

of great international importance as they are the first footprints of such a long extinct hominid 

to be found in Europe or for that matter outside Africa. 

Archaeology Professor Clive Gamble, University of Southampton, said "When I heard about 

it, it was like hearing the first line of (William Blake's hymn) 'Jerusalem' — 'And did 
those feet, in ancient time, walk upon England's mountains green?' Well, they walked 
upon its muddy estuary." 

 

A vertical image of Area A at Happisburgh with model of footprint surface produced from 

photogrammetric survey with enlarged photo of footprint 8 showing toe impressions. 

Current Archaeology February 2014 
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These footprints, the oldest known hominid footprint surface outside Africa, had survived, 

buried  in situ for between ca. 1 and 0.78 million years until they were exposed on the 

Happisburgh foreshore by storms in May 2013. Unfortunately they were washed away by the 

North Sea a fortnight later! However, the scientist, despite appalling weather conditions, were 

able to record an area of approximately 12 m2, using multi-image photogrammetry 

techniques, to obtain a record of about 50 footprints. Foot length measurements indicated 

the owners were between 0.9 and 1.7 meters 9 (3 foot – 5 foot 7 inches) in height –and 

thought to be five adults with children meandering south along the mud flats of a river bank. 

Their foot sizes, estimated stature and the suggested dating indicate they may be a species 

that died out about 800,000 years ago - Homo Antecessor; but until some human fossils are 

found at Happisburgh this cannot be verified. Carbon Dating cannot go back further than 

approximately 50,000 years so dating at Happisburgh is based on fossil and fauna evidence, 

palaeomagnetism, stratigraphy,  

It is not possible in the space available to more than scratch the surface of the reports on this 

remarkable coastal area of Palaeolithic history at Happisbugh. The area has been much 

studied by The Ancient Human Occupation of Britain [AHOB] and Pathways to Ancient 

Britain {PAB} projects, directed by Nick Ashton and Chris Stringer.  

Excited by the reports of these ancient footprints we visited the Natural History Museum’s 

exhibition entitled “Britain. One million of the Human Story”; it displays amazing finds 

from such as  Boxgrove, Swanscombe, Kent's Cavern - Devon, Pontneywdd - North Wales 

and of course Happisburgh in Norfolk. Ancient Britain was a more open landscape than 

previously thought - mammoths, elephants and rhinos roamed freely and that around 

125,000 years ago, lions lived in “Trafalgar Square” and hippos swam in the Thames. Also 

on display are specially commissioned lifelike models of a Neanderthal and a Homo sapiens.  

British Archaeology sums it up - “A stunning new exhibition…. showing what archaeology 

and natural sciences can achieve in telling the story of our past…” one million years ago. We 

enjoyed our visit.                      Ray and Anne Spencer. 

 

 

                                   

 

Sources  
 
British Archaeology – March/April 2014. 
Current Archaeology – March 2014 : Issue 288 
Current Archaeology – April 2014: Issue 289 
British Museum Website 
Daily Telegraph 7 February 2014. 
The Guardian     7 February 2014. 
The Boxgrove Project website 
BBC website 

The Boxgrove Tibia 
Middle Pleistone 

[Boxgrove Project website] 
 

The Natural History Museum Britain: One Million Years of 
the Human Story 

13 February - 28 September 2014 - 10.00-17.50 

Adults £9, Children and concessions £4.50. Family £24                                                                                                      
Free for members, Patrons and children under 4   
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THE FIRST PEOPLE OF MARLOW 

Text and illustrations by Colin Berks 

 

 

By far the most important archaeological site in the area is at Low Grounds Farm. This has 

revealed evidence of Neolithic occupation c3000<2100BC, also indications of activity during 

the Mesolithic c8300<3500BC, Bronze Age 2150<800BC and Iron Age 800BC<100AD. 

Whilst occupation seems most intensive during the Neolithic, there are indications of activity, 

albeit intermittent, over a period of 8400 years. The site covers some 120 acres and is about 

three quarters of a mile south-west of Marlow, High Street. The question arising is why there? 

 

The size of the site is a problem as the evidence is 

dispersed with opportunity for investigation limited. In 

about 1999 it was noticed that crop marks showed on an 

air photo at the National Monuments Record [NMR]. 

MAS obtained approval and permission to investigate. It 

was decided to first investigate the crop mark areas using 

geophysics, both magnetometer and resistivity, also field 

walking and limited trenches. This took a number of 

years, access was difficult being a long way from the road 

but the results were remarkable. Revealed were the details 

of three burial barrows, at least two mortuary enclosures 

and the possibility of a cursus or avenue burial. 

 

In 2001 MAS excavated a long 2m wide trench from the 

main field to the garden at the rear of the Henley Road, also a contour and auger survey. This 

revealed a remarkable quantity of Neolithic material, apparently down a bank. Also revealed 

was a very large paleochannel, this runs again during heavy rain and was traced from the 

marina to just south of Higginson Park (this is why the Park and Pound Lane floods). At about 

the same date MAS ran a line of auger bores from the south end of the site towards the 

Thames. Other work and contour survey showed that the area of the barrows had been an 

island. These investigations showed that between the site and the Thames had always been 

marsh but the area to the north-west alongside the paleochannel channel had always had a 

firm bank. 

 

In 2005/6 MAS obtained a grant and permission to excavate. The plan was six large trenches, 

30m long and 2m wide, over apparent anomalies showing on the geophysics. In general it was 

disappointing only revealing a few post holes and ditches but a trench on the west boundary 

was different with post holes, stake holes, flint tools, burnt area with pottery, carbonised wood 
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and nuts. The estate manager said that most of the site had been deep ploughed (steam 

between the wars), destroying any archaeology but a strip along the boundary had always had 

the plough lifted to turn leaving the archaeology intact.  

 

In 2007 a large trench, some 40m long and 

5m wide, was excavated alongside the west 

boundary. This was amazing, under the 

topsoil was a thin layer of compacted clay, 

when peeled off revealed was an intact 

Neolithic tannery. A series of channels, pits, 

stake holes, many flint scrapers, knives and 

cracked flint. The biological burnt material 

was sent for C14 dating, which produced a 

firm date of 2600BC. Residue from the pits 

went to Oxford and Lampeter for analysis which revealed animal skin tanning. Micro soils 

analysis of environment samples revealed intensive farming and domesticated animals. 

 

In parallel with the above, trenching, auger and geophysics was undertaken by Oxford 

Archaeology and others of the areas to the north and east of the island as part of EA flood 

protection proposals. Pens Place to the north east had some 30 smaller trenches which 

revealed a number of post holes, some Neolithic pottery and ditches some of which appeared 

to align with ditches in the MAS trenches. The area to the south east had some 18 larger 

trenches which revealed more ditches and importantly a large rectangular enclosure ditch with 

Neolithic pottery, plus more field ditches. Comparison with other investigations such as 

Horton and similar indicate that this enclosure may contain a large rectangular house. The 

ditches from all investigations were now indicating field systems.  

 

Another important matter was that Oxford and MAS geophysics seemed to show a straight 

track running from where we think there was a crossing of the paleochannel towards the 

Bisham crossing by the church. This main long distance track way has been suspected for 

some time and has been traced to Dry Lane, Cookham Dean thence to My Lady Ferry and 

Cliveden. It is known that Neolithic people built long straight roads (often confused with 

Roman) but whether this track way is continuous or sections of different periods is as yet 

unknown. This track way is the subject of a separate investigation. 

 

So far from various investigations we are starting to get a picture of occupation and activity, 

but this is only a glimpse as the evidence is still fragmentary. The location on an island today 

roughly 1m higher than the immediate surrounding land and some 2/3m higher than adjacent 

areas, with firm access to the paleochannel on the west side, would have provided a secure 

easily accessible location. There are a series of post glacial gravel terraces, all the evidence 
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has come from the higher terraces. The ground is fertile from inundation but over gravel so 

well drained, soils analysis indicates well for farming and domesticated animals. The tannery 

and field systems indicate fairly settled occupation at least in 2600BC. The indications of a 

main track way might show that the location was on a major route, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

perhaps the Neolithic M4 - all ideal for Neolithic man. There were other islands in the vicinity 

but all smaller and all surrounded by marsh. It is becoming clearer why our early ancestors 

would have chosen this location. There is a theory regarding Neolithic social structure, that 

there was a central location for gatherings, exchange and ritual. This was where the head of 

the tribe was and all in the tribe would gather at the central location at certain times of the 

year. Stonehenge which is a similar date shows these gatherings took place at the summer and 

winter solstice. It is known that there were places for gathering in all areas, perhaps Low 

Grounds was one of these. 

 

EA may reconsider the flood protection works involving Low Grounds but as yet this 

intention is uncertain. If this goes ahead County want a major investigation, probably site strip 

and investigate. County and District Planners have required that the main part of the island 

with the barrows is to be reserved for investigation by MAS. We have WSI County approval 

to excavate the barrows and negotiations are proceeding on the detail and when but little is yet 

finalised. It was first thought that the burials were early Bronze Age due to the shape. 

Evidence is now indicating that they maybe earlier, possibly from the mid Neolithic, possibly 

of various dates from say 2900BC<800BC. If so it is as stated by EH of regional significance 

and why MAS excavations of the barrows are so important. This opportunity will only occur 

once as if the EA proposals go ahead it will involve the spoil from the proposed balancing 

lake being deposited on the barrows to a depth of 1.5<2m. 
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MAS involvement in these investigations is part of an overall investigation involving a 

number of commercial archaeological companies and universities. This has meant that all 

work by MAS has had to comply fully with professional standards. In achieving this MAS 

members and some from other societies have performed excellently, under sometimes 

difficult conditions, including having to repair a track to gain access. It’s not easy for a local 

society with volunteers, some with limited experience, to perform to commercial professional 

standards. They are rightly proud of a comment by one university in the formal report: 

“todate, there are no Neolithic archaeobotanical results for Buckinghamshire. As a result, 

although a limited project, the results gathered by the Marlow Archaeological Society at Low 

Grounds Farm are of major regional importance.” 

 

If the MAS excavation of the barrows goes ahead it will strain the society’s resources and will 

need the support, involvement and assistance of the community, in particular the Marlow 

Society and its members. MAS is also investigating many other sites in the town and 

surrounding so as to gain a better understanding of the evolution and importantly to get things 

recorded so as to protect our heritage.    

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

Proud to support Marlow Archaeology Society 

 
From alterations to existing homes and bespoke new builds 

 

Contact Julian Galliven 707803 903 

244   

John Galliven 07803 903 285 
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Ockwells Manor, Bray 
 

A report by Pam Knight 
 

Ann Darracott’s fascinating talk on Ockwells Manor in January was followed by her guided 

tours of the house the next day. MAS members were joined at both by visitors from The 

Mortimer Society, Henley AHS and Oxford Heraldry Society. 

 

 
Members of Marlow Archaeology and other visiting societies outside Ockwells Manor 

Photo: Brian Darracott, Maidenhead Civic Society 

 

Ockwells Manor, built by John Norreys Esq. (1405-66) is said to be the most refined and 

most sophisticated timber-framed mansion in England. It is famous for a unique set of 

armorial glass in the Great Hall, probably installed after the marriage of Henry VI and 

Margaret of Anjou in 1445 and before the outbreak of the Wars of the Roses in 1455. 

Norreys was Keeper of the Great Wardrobe and became Treasurer of the Queen's Chamber 

and Keeper of the Queen's Jewels.  

 

Ann, who is the acknowledged expert on Ockwells, guided the groups, demonstrating the 

architectural history of the house and explaining the significance of the features in the 

armorial glass relating to King Henry, Queen Margaret and members of important 

Lancastrian families of the period. 

 

Ockwells owes its continued existence to the care bestowed on it by certain owners and 

tenants. By 1800 the property was in use as a farm and the buildings were said to be "quite 

ruinous". Charles Pascoe Grenfell bought Ockwells from the Powney family c1844-46. The 

buildings were in so decrepit a state it was feared that the roof of the Great Hall would fall 

in, so he removed the armorial glass for safekeeping to his family seat, Taplow Court. The 

restoration of the house took place after his grandson, William Henry Grenfell, later Lord 

Desborough, inherited. Stephen Leech, a tenant who undertook the main restoration 
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between 1889-1893, replacing the armorial glass, and Sir Edward Barry, who then bought 

the restored house and made additions, each left their mark on the exterior of the manor 

house. 

 

We are most grateful to Ann Darracott; also for the hospitality of the present owners of 

Ockwells, Mr and Mrs Brian Stein, to whom the fine state of preservation of the buildings is 

attributed following their 1980s restoration. Ockwells Manor is not open to the public. 

 

(Ann Darracott’s information on Ockwells was adapted here by Pam Knight). 
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A space filler !!! Homo Sapiens and Homo  Neanderthalensis and bananas 

Although other species of Homo, the genus that includes modern humans and their close relatives used 
to live on Earth modern humans, Homo Sapiens,  are the only surviving human lineage, The closest 
extinct relatives of modern humans were the Homo Neanderthalensis, Neanderthals, who lived in 
Europe and Asia until they became extinct, debatably, some 40,000 years ago 
[http://www.livescience.com] The ancestors of modern humans diverged from those of Neanderthals 
between 550,000 and 765,000 years ago. [Attenborough Studio lecture 7 March 2014.] 

Recent findings revealed that Neanderthals interbred with ancestors of modern humans when modern 
humans began spreading out of Africa perhaps about 40,000 to 80,000 years ago. The Middle East is 
the likeliest location where humans leaving Africa and resident Neanderthals mated. Sub-Saharan 
African populations have no trace of Neanderthal DNA whereas about 1.5 to 2.1 percent of homo 
Sapiens outside Africa have Neanderthal DNA because Neanderthals didn't live in Africa, and all non-
Africans – be they from France, China or Papua New Guinea – share the same amount of Neanderthal 
DNA, suggesting that interbreeding occurred before those populations went their separate ways.[New 
Scientist June 2011]  

The lurking Neanderthal genome within modern humans may well influence the skin, hair and diseases 
people have today. One of the genes, BNC2, is involved in skin pigmentation suggesting Eurasians owe 
their paler skins partly to Neanderthals. Light skin is an advantage at higher latitudes as it is more 
efficient at generating vitamin D from sunlight, hence Neanderthal DNA may have helped modern 
humans to adapt to life outside Africa. [Attenborough Studio lecture 7 March 2014]. However, not all of the 
Neanderthal genes are beneficial. Sankararaman and Reich found that our Neanderthal inheritance 
includes several genes that make us susceptible to diseases including Type 2 diabetes, lupus and 
Crohn's disease.[New Scientist, January 2014]. 

The genes of organisms that look very different are surprisingly similar. For example, human DNA 
sequences are over 95% identical to chimpanzee sequences and around 50% identical to banana 
sequences. But of course you have to go back in time a long way to find a common ancestor between 
humans and bananas, but ultimately they have both emerged from the same family tree, the tree of life, 
and that is why they share common characteristics.                                                                          A.S. 

And finally I wish to thank all the contributors to this edition of Times without 
which we would have empty pages! Also thanks are, of course, due to 

Bourne End Motors, Harrisons and Galliven Homes 
for their valued continuing sponsorship. 

 

The next edition will be out in the autumn of 2014. So please do let me have 
your contributions any time between now and then – I have a next edition file! 

Comments as to the contents– be they adverse or whatever - are always welcome. 
. 

Anne Spencer Editor  

Fitzroy House                                                                      01628 487790 

21 St Peter Street 

Marlow                                                     annerayspencer@googlemail.com                                       

SL7 1NQ 


